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Yet another misdefinition pun quiz. Numbers in parentheses are the letters in the answer; (414) is a 
charade, an eight letter word that splits into a four plus four letter pun. My answers are out back. 
1. twice (3 3 5) 
2, yellow bird (7) 
3. deaf in one ear (414) 
4. a child's toy doctor (7 7) 
5. welconle precipitation (4) 
6. kidnap their leaders (3 4 5 5 !) 
7, downward-opening dimple (1 0 3) - 
8. half of a lace bra's contents (3 3 3) 
9. one addicted to news and info (4 5) 
10. a crazed wordworker (I confess.) (68) 
11. the Cupid who strikes up love fires (55) 
12, have "mechanical" sex in the back-seat (414) 
13. something you put in order to get for free (43) 
14. pine very patiently for masochistic pleasure (49) 
15. across word (Do I have to draw it for you?) (3 4 )  
16. putting out for the boss to save your income (314) 
17. Commit identity theft-or just sobriquet theft? (414) $@? 18. not as valuable as a large coffee crop (3 5 1 4 2 5) d(\\ ..
19. Your leave for the Jewish holiday has expired. (44) 
20. avoid saying it directly by speaking in anagrams (5 4 5) 
21. incendiary ammunition in the case for evolution (6 4) 
22. The reasonable track to follow? Just the opposite! ( 4  115) 
23. the average human beautywise-a blend of extremes (6 4) 
24, get hot under the collar over a summer power failure (4 4 4) 8 
25. An avian ventriloquist's dummy? Or a scien~ific miracle? (7 6) LI 
26, creating fraudulent "candid pictures" as a plant to 'shed light' (59) 
27, a political lawn poster-or mud you picked up putting it there (45) 
28, a left-wing survivalist's argument for stopping at traffic lights (6 3 4 4) 
29, a vessel with a single captain who loves to prove his superiority (3121314) 
30. desert chef's young aide doubles as the scapegoat for kitchen disasters (8 3) 
3 1. uptight that a gift won't be appreciated and thus that you won't get one now (7 5) 
32. natural sequence at a baseball game: a sharp butt squeeze -+ she striking back (5-7) 
33. one who doesn't return items from your library (according to Sir Walter Scott) (46) 
34, couldn't find your keys, so became a "sore thumb" sight gag in your neiglibourhood (5 3) 
35. when it skips almost straight from summer to winter and you feel cheated out of autumn (5 4 )  
36. directors of a company caught cheating and going for cover-or for last dips into the pool? (6 5) 
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